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Size

43  44 (45) European Standard

9 ½  10 ½ (11 ½) American Standard

Shoe (B) Paddle (A) Total

Lenght 290 [mm] 323 [mm] 330 [mm]

11.4 [inc] 12.7 [inc] 13 [inc]

Weight 0.33 [Kg] 0.24 [Kg] 0.58 [Kg]

(1 fin) 0.73 [lb] 0.54 [lb] 1.27 [lb]

Shoe Paddle

Material Rubber Polycarbonate

Max force N.A 200 [N]

(1 fin)

Max deflection N.A 12 [mm]

0.47 [inc]

DATA SHEET
Swim Mode

Counteck s.r.l.
Via A. Ronchetti 28
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FIRST USE INSTRUCTION

Now that you have got REVFIN in your hands

you hold a powerfull tool that will give you

great satisfactions. Take your time, feel the

consistency of the shoe rubber and the paddle

stiffness.

SStteepp 11 – Put REVFIN on and swim a while, employ

the pull buoy if you like. Experience, in the water, the

new sensation of maximum effort requested to your

arms and the backward drag that comes from your

feet.

SStteepp 22 – Increase your speed and swim without

forcing too much. Trim your arm and leg stroke

attitudes that should not be different from the usual

ones despite of the greater swim power.

NOW THAT YOU ARE ACQUAINTED

WITH REVFIN

Apply REVFIN alternately during training,

insert it gradually in your exercises plan.

First, when you work on power drills, fit it 20% of the

time. Swim at your maximum power level without

changing your style. When you are sure you can

cope with such higher effort, increase the time

succesfully spent with your mate REVFIN.
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Both professional

and top amateur

swimmers apply REVFIN

at their workouts with the

main purpose of

increasing power, speed

and built endurance. Both in short and long course

pools, REVFIN makes great: "Finally, a tool that

forces you to perform high power workout on your

sets without significantly affecting your tecnique" is

one of the most frequent comments. Last but not

least to be mentioned is the improvement in muscular

strengthen and fat burning provided by the REVFIN

features.

REVFIN is is more than a FIN. It adds drag

to your swim thus improving endurance

and power. You need short time to get acquainted

with REVFIN and you soon realize how your swim

technique will not be significantly influenced, on

the contrary it will be optimized thanks to the

"slow down" effect. Designed with the purpose to

overload the swimmer by applying a paddle on the

rear side of his fin rubber sole, REVFIN has

reached its present configuration after a series of

tests carried out in the water with the aid of

computer

dynamic

simulations.

Several

internatio

nal high rank swimmers, after having tested

REVFIN, have been quite impressed and claim

that it enhances the muscular effort both of arms

and legs. The "slow motion" while you swim at the

maximum power allows you to optimize the

underwater arm stroke and to improve its

sensitivity. By REVFIN you gain power in the

underwater swimming.

Some years ago it was thought that high work

load during training would have been the

ultimate way to gain high athletic performance.

Nowadays the quality of the training has become the

first priority, according the maxim: LESS IS MORE.

The technical issues are the most important aspects

to be taken into care on the way to success. REVFIN

was designed just to this purpose, that is to dispose

of a TOOL that in the water allows the extra power

exertion by natural technical movements that are not

coming from a simulating machine. Get outstanding

results for developing swimspecific power and

endurance.

WHY REVFIN ? THE BEST SWIM TRAINING

WE THINK INNOVATION

Increase Power & Speed

Improve Performance

Build Endurance

Swim Mode




